


Private investment fund
for asset management



KANNA CAPITAL
Kanna Capital is a private investment fund registered in the British Virgin
Islands. The fund specializes in cryptocurrency trading.

It is important to trust your money
to professional investors who has deep knowledge of the market and make
informed investment decisions

Margin short-term trading on cryptocurrency instruments.

We use futures for the top 20 cryptocurrencies by capitalization, such as
Bitcoin, Ethereum, ATOM, etc., as the most proven and liquid instruments.
The strategy allows you to consistently earn money in different phases of
the market.



The Kanna principles and our core values

We understand how entrepreneurs think: they
always take risks, rely on their abilities, have
confidence in their decisions, and maintain an
optimistic outlook. We put ourselves in their
shoes and try to anticipate their needs in
advance.

We always aim to serve a greater number of people
and find new and innovative ways to help them
achieve financial prosperity. We know how to earn
money for our clients

We direct all our focus and dive deep into
every project. Before making decisions, we
conduct thorough market research, study
current trends, analyze customer behavior,
and immerse ourselves in the details.
Persistence, determination, hard work, and a
lack of frivolity are the keys to our results.

We adhere to honesty in everything. This
helps us provide accurate information, set
realistic expectations, and fulfill our
promises. We value honesty in ourselves, in
business, and always aim to be open in any
situation.

We strive for financial well-being We embrace the entrepreneur's
mindset

We think deeply We value honesty

We respect principles

We sincerely respect people's views,
worldviews, religious beliefs, and other
important principles.

We adhere to the principle of direct
communication and avoid ambiguity. Such
transparency promotes effective collaboration
and enables understanding among people.

We speak directly



KANNA CAPITAL

Fund is registered in the British
and Virgin Islands

Working in 100% legal fields

We are regularly getting
audited and monitored by FSC



Professional organizations
that serve as intermediaries between
investors and investees to generate income

Who wish to increase their capital through
passive investments

WHO IS SUITABLE FOR?
OUR FUND KANNA CAPITAL

Institutional investors & Individual qualified investors.

Individuals of high wealth who wish
to increase their capital through passive investments.



Trading Strategy of
KANNA CAPITAL

≠µ

Short-term trading on cryptocurrency
derivatives.

High-risky strategy

Trading, short-term deals, assets are on
exchanges

We use futures for the top 20 cryptocurrencies by
capitalization, such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, ATOM, etc.,
as the most proven and liquid instruments. The
strategy allows you to consistently earn money in
different phases of the market.



+373%
Total return for 2022
year

Income for our
investors
Per month is the average profitability
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Income for our investors
Per month is the average profitability (for 12 months 2023)

+119,93%
Total return for 12 months
of 2023

34%

+39%

+9%

+38%

+10%

+28%

Dividends
33%

+33%

Dividends
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-7%
-5%

-28%

-10%

Dividends

38%
Dividends
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0%Dividends

10%
Dividends

+5%

5%
Dividends

Dividends for
investors

Drawdown and
drawdown recovery



Income for our investors
Per month is the average profitability (for 2024)

-8,16%
Total return of 2024

Dividends for
investors

Drawdown and
drawdown recovery

+11%

1%
Dividends

-19%



HOW WE ARE WORKING

For each trade, we strictly adhere to stop loss, which limits
losses to a maximum of 3% of the deposit amount. This
disciplined approach helps protect our capital.

We are the official partner of Bybit. All our transactions are carried out
exclusively on this platform. We are committed to a safe and reputable
trading environment.

As a standard practice, we structure our trades with a
risk/reward ratio of 1/3. For every $1 we risk, we aim to
make $3 in profit. This approach ensures that even if we
have more losing trades than winning ones, the profitable
trades can make up for the losses. It's a strategy that
helps protect our money and provides a psychological
boost, making it easier to stick to our plan.

Typically, our trade sizes make up around 5% to 10% of our total
deposit:

1. For every 5% we're willing to risk on a trade, we aim to make a
10% profit.
2. We don't let ourselves lose more than 10% of our account in a
single day.
3. If we hit that 10% loss limit, we stop trading for the day and
review our strategy.

METHODS AND PRINCIPLES



TEAM

CIO
Anton Bukterov

Entrepreneur, expert in the field of
cryptocurrency and Web 3.0. Participated
in the launch of the XDAO project. Since
2020, he has been managing a
cryptocurrency fund. The fund invested
$1.7 million in three projects at an early
stage.

Licensed property manager in the BVI. Licensed
specialist of the Central Bank of the Russian
Federation in brokerage, dealer, and securities
management activities.

CEO
Igor Lapin

Worked with many famous start-ups, such
as EMCD.IO, Choise.com (ex-Crypterium),
YouTravel.me and many other. Have a
pretty knowledge how to structurise the
deals and manage the legal risks.
Experienced manager and dedicated
specialist.

AML Officer
Andrey Silantyev



Register on the
Regolith.pro website

Registration

1 step 2 step 3 step 4 step

Participate in the Kanna deal
or other deals on the Regolith
marketplace

Verify your email and
complete KYC process

Identity
verification

Deposit funds via "Bank Swift
Transfer in USD" or cryptocurrencies
(BTC/ETH/USDT/USDC)

Account funding Transactions

HOW TO CONNECT TO REGOLITH AND PARTICIPATE IN
THE KANNA DEAL?

If you are already a client of Regolith, you do not need to register again on thewebsite.
Simply proceed to the Regolithmarketplace and purchase the desired volume independently.

https://ru.regolith.pro/cabinet/offers/detail/kcff/fund


DEAL TERMS

• Purchase fee – 0%
• Fee for selling – 0%
• Profit sharing fee – 30%

Minimum investment
amount

$500
Maximum investment
amount

$10.000

INVEST

HIGH RISK
UP TO -30% OF DEPOSIT

Dividends are credited to the account balance every month
and are available for immediate withdrawal.i

https://ru.regolith.pro/cabinet/offers/detail/kcff/fund
https://ru.regolith.pro/cabinet/offers/detail/kcff/fund

